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ABSTRACT

This paper describes our recent research in developing tools for
second language acquisition based on spoken dialogue interaction
with a computer. We argue that language proficiency can best be
achieved through active communication, and that the computer is
very patient and provides a non-threatening environment in which
to practice. We have adapted our pre-existing multilingual dia-
logue systems for this application, focusing in our initial proto-
type on an English-speaking student learning Mandarin within the
weather domain. Two significant new contributions are a Web-
based interface for practice exercises to gain proficiency in car-
rying out a live conversation and a high-quality narrow-domain
speech translation capability. In an evaluation on 695 spoken ut-
terances drawn from a corpus of English weather data, our transla-
tion system produces an incorrect result less than 2% of the time,
with a rejection rate of 8%.

1. INTRODUCTION

Spoken language is the primary means of communication for hu-
mans. It is natural (requiring no special training), flexible (freeing
hands and eyes to attend to other tasks), and efficient (enabling
transmission at rates higher than written language). However, spo-
ken language is as pervasive as it is diverse.1 Not being able to
speak the same language prohibits communication between two
people, incurring high cultural, social, and economic costs in our
increasingly interconnected world.

Acquiring a second language requires significant effort. To
start with, one needs to learn a new set of phonemes, words, and
linguistic structures to form sentences and paragraphs. To utilize
the target language for communication, one also needs to learn to
engage in a conversation, in which discourse, dialogue, and so-
cial norms play a crucial role. This is best accomplished with a
teacher who knows the language intimately, and who can interact
with the student in a variety of settings. However, there are simply
not enough teachers to accommodate the numerous people who
might be interested in learning a popular second language. There-
fore, there is a pressing need for technologies and systems that can
help with second language learning.

The use of human language technologies (HLTs) to aid sec-
ond language learning has been a topic of active research for many
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1According to the Ethnologue [5], there are more than 6,700 languages
being spoken by more than 6 billion people in some 230 countries.

years. Despite some successes, some researchers [4, 6, 8] includ-
ing ourselves, have come to believe that one needs to go beyond the
mechanics of standard reading/speaking exercises. Specifically, we
need to provide the ability for the system to engage a student in
role-playing scenarios (e.g., looking for a hotel with a specific
type of accommodations, checking for flight and train schedules,
inquiring about weather conditions). This way, students can prac-
tice their passively acquired language skills in an active setting,
in which they must learn to use the language correctly in order to
obtain the desired responses. This environment, we suspect, will
enable students to practice interactions in a risk-free setting.

Our work on developing a second language learning system
builds on our research on multilingual conversational systems over
the past fifteen years [12, 15, 3, 11, 14]. We have created an archi-
tecture in which HLT components (speech recognition/synthesis,
language understanding/generation, and discourse and dialogue mod-
eling) can communicate with one another through a programmable
hub [10]. A key feature of our system is an interlingual representa-
tion of meaning, which we call a “semantic frame.” It serves many
roles in our spoken language systems, including database access,
discourse maintenance, and language generation and translation.

The remainder of this paper describes our recent work in de-
veloping a system for second language learning. We will first de-
scribe the overall framework, and give an example of a conversa-
tional interaction. This is followed by a section on a Web-based
drill exercise and a description of the core translation technology,
along with some performance results. We conclude with a brief
look to the future.

2. DIALOGUE INTERACTION FRAMEWORK

To incorporate interactive dialogue into a language learning cur-
riculum, we envision a set of lessons related to a general topic
(e.g., travel), each focusing on a different scenario (e.g., looking
for a hotel, checking on flights, inquiring about weather, and find-
ing a restaurant). Our initial experiments concern interaction in
the weather domain, mainly because this is our most mature mul-
tilingual system [12, 15, 16]. While our main language pair is
Mandarin-English, we also have support for spoken communica-
tion in Japanese [15] and Spanish. Since all of our weather in-
formation sources are in English, a language translation compo-
nent renders the weather reports in well-formed Spanish, Japanese,
and Mandarin. In fact, the weather reports are preprocessed when
harvested into semantic frames and paraphrased back into English
even for our English-based system.
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Our multilingual systems can be configured to support seam-
less language switching among the supported languages. In a Mandarin-
English configuration, hypotheses for both languages compete in a
common search space in the recognizer, and the natural language
understanding (NLU) component simultaneously resolves both the
meaning of the utterance and the language spoken from a possibly
mixed-language � -best list.

To enhance a multilingual system for the language learning
application, it is straightforward to reconfigure the control such
that an utterance spoken in the native language, L1 (in our case,
English) is translated into the foreign language, L2 (in our case,
Mandarin Chinese) whereas one spoken in L2 is answered in L2.
Thus if, while conversing with the system, the student can not re-
member how to say something in L2, they can speak an L1 utter-
ance of similar meaning, and then attempt to immediately repeat
the translation provided by the system.

A technology component that is newly required for the lan-
guage learning system is the ability to translate user queries from
L1 to L2. The approach we have taken is to use the semantic frame,
which encodes the linguistic structure of the user query, as an in-
terlingua [13]. Thus, translation is achieved by generating an L2
string from the semantic frame, using formal generation rules [1].

User: bo1 shi4 dun4 jin1 tian1 hui4 xia4 yu3 ma5?
(Will it rain in Boston today?)

System: tian1 qi4 yu4 bao4 jin1 tian1 bo1 shi4 dun4
mei2 you3 yu3. (No rain in Boston today)

User: What is the temperature?
System: qi4 wen1 shi4 duo1 shao5?

User: qi4 wen1 shi4 duo1 shao5?
System: bo1 shi4 dun4 jin1 tian1, zui4 gao1

qi4 wen1 er4 she4 shi4 du4, jin1 tian1 ye4 jian1,
zui4 di1 qi4 wen1 ling2 xia4 wu3 she4 shi4 du4.

User: Could you translate that?
System: In Boston today, high 2 Celsius,

tonight, low -5 Celsius.

Fig. 1. Example spoken dialogue between the user and the system.
Chinese sentences are represented using tone-marked pinyin.

2.1. Example Conversation

An example of a conversation with the system is shown in Fig-
ure 1. At the computer, a user would be able to either type the
queries into a type-in window or speak them into a microphone.
Because of our carefully designed translation procedure (see Sec-
tion 4), any translations provided by the system for English inputs
are understood by the Mandarin NLU system. We are hoping that
this feature will allow even a relatively inexperienced student to
converse effectively with the system.

3. WEB-BASED TRAINING EXERCISE

Prior to being able to converse with the system, a student would
need to first prepare for a live conversation by studying the vocab-
ulary and sentence constructs appropriate to the lesson’s topic. To
make this study phase more engaging and more relevant, we have
developed some on-line exercises designed to help them master
the language usage within the scope of the lesson’s topic. Our ex-
ercises are centered initially on a native English speaker learning

Fig. 2. Screen dump of Web-based drill exercise, in which the
student must solve a weather scenario. The student is provided
explicit feedback on any tone errors.

Mandarin [7], and they serve both to provide an active mechanism
for the student to absorb the material and to solicit recorded speech
and text data to assist the training of our speech recognizer. The in-
terface prompts the user with specific weather scenarios (“Chicago
– monday – rain”) and requires them to type the appropriate query
in pinyin format, as illustrated in Figure 2. A follow-up oral ex-
ercise requires them to formulate and record spoken queries based
on a visual prompt specifying the same sequence of scenarios.

One of the most difficult aspects of Mandarin for an English
speaker is the use of prosodics to encode the five tones, which con-
tribute in important ways to the lexical content (for example, the
syllable “tang” could mean “soup,” “sugar,” “lie down,” or “hot,”
depending only upon differences in tone.) It is unrealistic to ex-
pect the students to have perfect tone knowledge. Robustness in
understanding sentences with tone errors is achieved by building a
word graph out of the student’s typed inputs, substituting, for each
syllable, alternates that cover all supported variants with respect to
tone. The NLU system is already capable of searching a graph for
the highest scoring hypothesis, which is in fact its standard mode
for processing recognition word graphs. The NLU system verifies
both the syntactic and semantic correctness of the input by pars-
ing the input and comparing the extracted key-value information
against the prompt.

We have decided to configure our two type-in exercises such
that the first one concentrates on phonetic knowledge and the sec-
ond one emphasizes tonal knowledge. In both exercises, the stu-
dent is not required to mark the tones correctly in order to be
understood – otherwise the exercise would be far too frustrating.
However, in stage 2 tone errors are completely ignored, whereas
in stage 4 the student’s sentence is presented alongside a repaired
version where syllables with incorrect tones are highlighted in red,
as illustrated in Figure 2.

As schematized in Table 1, our drill exercise consists of five
stages, alternating between speech mode and text mode, with the
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baseline no tone with tone
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

Prompts pinyin text string scenario (e.g. “Boston – rain – tomorrow”)
Mode speech text speech text speech
Tone assessed off-line ignored assessed off-line corrected assessed off-line

Table 1. 5-stage drill exercise designed both to prepare the student to converse with the system and to solicit text and audio data.

task becoming progressively more difficult. We are assuming that
the student has some knowledge of Mandarin initially, and is able
to read and write in pinyin. Stages 1, 3, and 5 involve recording
spoken utterances. In stage 1, the student is simply asked to read
aloud a set of questions on topics related to weather, represented
in tone-marked pinyin (e.g., “qi4 wen1” for “temperature.”) This
initial stage will establish a benchmark measure of the student’s
understanding of the mapping from the symbolic tone represen-
tation to its spoken encoding. In stages 3 and 5, they must com-
pose the weather questions from provided English prompts, such
as “Shanghai – windy – Friday.” Stages 2 and 4 involve typing
into a Web page, and are intended to prepare them for the subse-
quent audio recording stages. These type-in stages are also based
on composing sentences from prompts providing different weather
scenarios (randomized to new scenarios each time the exercise is
repeated). However, the student has the opportunity to type any
weather-related phrase or sentence in English in order to obtain a
translation into Mandarin. The prompts for the audio stages 3 and
5 are identical to those in stages 2 and 4, respectively.

We expect that the recordings obtained from stages 1, 3, and 5
will provide data that will be valuable not only as training data for
the recognizer and NLU components, but also for the purpose of
assessing the effectiveness of our second text-based drill exercise
(stage 4) in teaching tone. The initial recordings will inform us of
how well the student understands the mapping from the symbolic
tone representation to its prosodic encoding, a necessary precon-
dition to improvement through explicit lexical knowledge. The
hope is that the student will retain knowledge of lexical tone from
explicit corrections of their errors, which will be reflected in im-
proved tone production in their subsequent recordings.

4. SPEECH TRANSLATION

Language learning presents special challenges to a translation sys-
tem because the quality of the translation must be essentially per-
fect, to avoid teaching the student inappropriate language patterns.
However, it is only essential that the translation be fluent and con-
tain the same overall meaning as the original L1 utterance. It need
not be an exact translation, but could instead be viewed more as a
paraphrase. In fact, we believe that it would be beneficial to the
student if there was some randomness in the translation, such that
multiple repetitions of the same English utterance produced differ-
ent ways to render an equivalent intent in Mandarin. Interestingly,
since the student is very likely to repeat verbatim what the system
proposes, it is of paramount importance that the translation be un-
derstandable by the system’s L2 grammar.

Rule-based Translation: To generate well-formed strings in L2,
we utilize the GENESIS language generation framework [1]. It
works from a lexicon providing context-dependent word-sense sur-
face strings for each vocabulary item, along with a set of recur-
sive rules specifying the ordering of constituents. Variability in

the surface form can be achieved by randomly selecting among al-
ternative rules and lexical entries. For example, an English query
such as “Will it snow in Chicago this weekend?” can be realized
either as the Chinese “statement + question-particle” (... hui4 ...
ma5) construct or as the “A-not-A” (hui4 bu2 hui4) construct, with
additional permutation on the ordering of the time and location
phrases. This is useful not only to the language student, but also to
the system, since we can generate a rich set of Chinese sentences
for training the language models of the speech recognizer.

{c verify
:auxil "will"
:topic {q pronoun

:pred {p rain
:pred {p locative

:prep "in"
:topic {q city

:pred {p temporal
:topic {q weekday

:name "it" }

:name "weekend" }}}}
:quantifier "this"

:name "boston" }}

City: “Boston” Date: “weekend” Topic: “rain”

Fig. 3. Semantic frame and derived E-form for the example sen-
tence “Will it rain in Boston this weekend?”

The generation rules can be fine-tuned by experts to produce
high-quality outputs on a set of development data. However, when
the input deviates from the expected patterns, either due to novel
linguistic constructs or caused by speech recognition errors, the
rule-based generation module could produce ill-formed outputs.
Thus, to assure quality control and to maximize coverage, we have
configured a system which uses verification of parsability by the
L2 grammar to accept/reject a generated L2 string. If the rule-
based procedure fails to generate a parsable query, we invoke an
example-based back-off mechanism to select an utterance with
equivalent overall meaning, but which may deviate considerably
from the original with regard to syntactic structure.

Example-based Translation: We have available to us a large cor-
pus of English weather queries, recorded from phone calls to the
publicly available Jupiter weather system [16]. A table of exam-
ples can be harvested for the example-based framework by select-
ing sentences whose rule-based translations are parseable by the
L2 grammar. To index the examples, we can conveniently exploit
a pre-existing capability to translate from the original hierarchi-
cal semantic frame into a flattened “E-form” (“electronic form”)
structure containing a succinct set of [key: value] (KV) pairs asso-
ciated with the utterance. An example semantic frame and derived
E-form for the utterance “will it rain in Boston this weekend” is
shown in Figure 3.

The E-form can be further generalized by replacing specific
values with class tags for selected attributes, for instance, substitut-
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English
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Rules
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String
KV

Chinese
Output

KV−Chinese

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of process to both verify quality of rule-
based generation and create a table for the example-based back-off
framework. Note: KV = [Key: Value].

Perfect Adequate Wrong Failed %
Rule 550 34 8 85%
Example 27 16 5 55 15%
Total 577(83%) 50(7%) 13(2%) 8% 100%

Table 2. Performance evaluation of the rule-based and example-
based translations for 695 utterances selected from our weather
domain corpus.

ing � city name � for “Beijing” and “ � weekday � ” for “Tuesday.”
A corpus of English utterances can be pre-selected for parsability
in L2, and then indexed with the associated class-reduced E-form.

Figure 4 summarizes the process which both confirms the qual-
ity of rule-based translations and prepares a database to serve as a
translation memory for the example-based method. In using this
database for translation, an example utterance with a matching E-
form is adjusted by replacing class-assigned attributes with the
value instantiated from the original utterance. The database of ex-
amples can also be augmented with any available original Chinese
data, in which case the KV index can be derived using the Chinese
grammar for parsing.

5. EVALUATION

To evaluate our translation framework, we used a set of 695 ut-
terances, selected from held-out telephone recordings. Utterances
whose manually-derived transcription can not be parsed by the En-
glish grammar are excluded from the evaluation, since they are
likely to be out-of-domain sentences and would simply contribute
to null outputs. The SUMMIT speech recognizer [2] and the TINA
NLU system [9] were used to produce the semantic frame encod-
ing the utterances’ linguistic content. The recognizer achieved
6.9% word error rate and 19.0% sentence error rate on this set.
The test data have on average 6.5 words per utterance.

Table 2 summarizes our results from this experiment. A bilin-
gual judge rated the translation quality as “perfect,” “adequate,”
or “wrong,” based on both grammaticality and fidelity. The rule-
based system was preferred if it produced a sentence that was
parsable by the Mandarin grammar, accounting for 85% of the
data. The example-based system was invoked for the remaining
15%, but it failed to find a match for over half of these. How-
ever, when it did find a match, it obtained a reasonable translation
nearly 90% of the time, increasing the overall yield by 6%. Most
significantly, an incorrect translation occurred only 2% of the time.

6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS

This paper has described our recent research on the idea of ex-
ploiting multilingual dialogue systems for language learning ap-
plications. We have developed a Web-based interface to help the
student to prepare for conversational interaction. In addition, we
have developed a high-quality spoken language translation capa-
bility to assist the student interactively during the dialogue. Our
immediate future plans are to launch a data collection effort us-
ing these tools, working with students at the Defense Language
Institute in Monterey, California. Long term plans involve exten-
sions to other domains and languages, including the development
of tools to empower language teachers to design lesson plans based
on a wide range of possible topics.
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